



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1      2   3   4  5  
 
Operating systems (e.g., Windows, Macintosh, Linux, etc.) 
1      2   3   4  5  
 
Programming (e.g., Java, PHP, Python, etc.) 
1      2   3   4  5  
 
Social media (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, etc.) 
1      2   3   4  5  
 
 
How often do you use search engines: 
 
•  Never (do not use) 
•  Rarely (1‐3 times per month) 
•  Sometimes (3‐5 times per month) 
•  Often (1‐3 times per week) 
•  Frequently (at least once a day) 
 
 
How often do you use a library catalog (e.g., UIUC Library Catalog, VuFind catalog, I‐Share catalog linked 
from this page: http://www.library.illinois.edu/catalog/)  
 
•  Never (do not use) 
•  Rarely (1‐3 times per month) 
•  Sometimes (3‐5 times per month) 
•  Often (1‐3 times per week) 
•  Frequently (at least once a day) 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How often do you use social bookmarking / tagging sites (e.g., Flickr, delicious, LibraryThing, CiteULike): 
 
•  Never (do not use) 
•  Rarely (1‐3 times per month) 
•  Sometimes (3‐5 times per month) 
•  Often (1‐3 times per week) 
•  Frequently (at least once a day) 
 
 
Please specify what social bookmarking sites you have used:  
 
•  Flickr 
•  delicious 
•  LibraryThing 
•  CiteULike 
•  Digg 
•  StumpleUpon 
•  Connotea 
•  Reddit 
•  Other (please specify):  
 
 
Prior to participating in this study, how familiar were you with the concept of tagging? 
 
•  No knowledge 
•  Use tags created by others but do not tag items 
•  Tag items but do not use tags created by other users 
•  Use tags created by others & tag items 
•  Have experimented with tagging but do not use tags on a regular basis  
 
 
 
When you locate a book in the library catalog and want to find items that are similar to it, how do you 
typically look for these items?  (2‐3 sentences should be sufficient) 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Appendix B: Semi‐Structured Interview Questions 
 
 
1.  On a 1‐5 scale (1 being least useful; 5 being most useful), how useful did you find the user‐
assigned tags were in locating items related to your searches?  How were the tags useful? How were 
they not useful? 
 
 
2.  On a 1‐5 scale (1 being least useful; 5 being most useful), how useful did you find the subject 
headings were in locating items related to your searches?  How were the subject headings useful? How 
were they not useful? 
 
 
3.  Which structure, tags or subject headings, allowed you to find similar/relevant items more 
easily? 
 
 
4.  Do you think that having user‐assigned tags/recommendations in the library catalog could be a 
useful feature? 
 
 
5.  If the option existed to search or browse by tags in the library catalog, is that something you 
would use? 
 
 
6.  (If they said yes to using social bookmarking tools on the survey): How do you use social 
bookmarking tools (e.g., uploading photos on Flickr, tagging items, etc.)? 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Appendix C: Coding Manual 
 
Items of interest observed and articulated in tasks and interviews: 
1)  Methods of searching and finding additional materials 
2)  What is useful about subject headings? What is not useful? 
3)  What is useful about tags? What is not useful? 
 
 
Coding for Interviews: 
 
Methods of searching for/finding additional materials: 
(m1) scrolling through search results, choosing items to look at based on rapid evaluation of the 
information provided in the list 
(m2) bibliographies (consult from one useful source to find additional sources) 
(m3) browse titles via subject headings  
(m4) browse subject heading lists for topics of relevance and/or interest 
(m5) look at recommended items on Amazon 
(m6) any word, anywhere search for broad research topics 
(m7) for research involving articles, look at other articles that have cited the article being read 
(m8) compare keyword search results with subject headings for ideas for additional terms 
(m9) use keywords from title of a pertinent item to perform additional keyword searches 
(m10) advanced search – combine keyword and author or limit by date range 
(m11) call number browse 
(m12) browse via tags (LTFL tag browser) 
(m13) searching via combination of tags in tag browser 
(m14) recommended title lists in LTFL catalog display 
(m15) browse titles by author 
 
Subject Headings 
 
What is useful: 
(sh1) general headings to give a good overview of material in a subject area 
(sh2) browsing mechanism –start with one subject heading and look at list of headings to find related 
topics 
(sh3) source of terminology (use terms found in subject headings to construct subsequent keyword 
searches) 
(sh4) more specific headings are useful for more focused research (e.g., for a specific time period) 
(sh5) more specific headings are useful in narrowing down a research topic 
(sh6) structure of headings – from general to more specific  
(sh7) authoritative source – assigned by LOC 
 
 
What is not useful: 
(su1) general headings assigned to a large number of titles yields too many items to look through 
(su2) very specific headings assigned to a small number of titles do not enough items 
(su3) too many subject headings on a title = not sure where to start with using these to browse 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(su4) need to add synonymous terms to headings (e.g., “global warming” in addition to “climate 
change”) 
(su5) terminology/wording in some headings is confusing 
(su6) headings that match keyword search terms are not useful  
(su7) lack of consistency in headings (20th century vs. twentieth century); occasional misspellings  
(su8) ) relevancy of items found via subject headings is not consistent 
 
Tags 
 
What is useful: 
(t1) general tags generate a smaller list of items than do general subject headings (e.g., US History) 
(t2) tags generate broad list of titles, useful for doing a survey of titles in a given topic 
(t3) tags are reflective of contemporary language 
(t4) searching by multiple tags in tag browser allows for more focused results set 
(t5) tags generate broad list of titles, useful for finding a research starting point if unfamiliar with topic 
(t6) offer ideas for related terms to use in keyword searches 
(t7) good alternative to subject headings – provides more options and ideas for searching/browsing 
(t8) usually found multiple tags/terms related to initial search 
 
What is not useful: 
(tg1) too general when working with specific research topic – e.g. tag “US History” leads to a list of wide‐
ranging titles 
(tg2) some tags not closely related to content of item 
(tg3) discrepancy in tags used on item vs. how participant would tag item 
(tg4) some books found via tags are very specific (going by book title) even if tag itself is very general 
(tg5) don’t completely reveal topic/perspective of book 
(tg6) use only contemporary language – for subjects like history, need to be contextualized and reflect 
terminology of the period 
(tg7) need more specific tags for books that are about a very specific subject 
(tg8) not created by an authoritative organization 
(tg9) only most frequently used tags are displayed – would like to see broader representation of how 
users have tagged items, include less frequently used tags in display 
(tg10) needs to be some authority control in tags – similar tags should be merged into one (e.g., Lincoln 
and Abraham Lincoln) 
(tg11) no clear definitions for tags (e.g., environment vs. environmentalism, what is the difference?) 
(tg12) relevancy of items found via tags is not consistent 
 
